WELCOME TO
OUR BOOK CLUB!

Here at TICL, we are avid readers and we always look for
opportunities to learn and grow. We thought we'd share what
has helped us on this journey, take a look!

FEBRUARY 2021

RECCOMENDED - READS
Recommendation from the MD
Atomic Habits by James Clear is a great read for making
small changes that make a big impact. This book shows us
how to form great habits in a manageable and successful
way, with proven methods.

QUOTE OF
THE MONTH

"We are not all in the same boat,
but we are all in the same storm "
Unknown

For Growth...

For Leadership...
Start With
Why
Simon
Sinek

For Mindset...
The
Coaching
Habit
Michael
Bungay
Stanier

Thanks for
the
Feedback
Douglas
Stone and
Sheila Heen

Finding your Why can inspire your Management advice with research How to turn your feedback into
working journey, captivate your
based in neuroscience and
great listening and learning and
customers and much more!
behavioural economics
why feedback is so vital.

Quickfire Reads...
Why KPI's Don't Work and How
to Fix Them - Forbes
How to Reinvent Your
Organization In the Middle of a
Crisis - Harvard Business Review
Businesses Seek To Rise To The
Challenge Of Disruption - Forbes
Improving What You Do Virtually
– Remote Process Improvement Hayley Monks, TICL

Blog of the Month - TICL...
Why Are Processes Important? Pip Brown
Why processes are vital to your
business functioning.

Article of the Month - Current Events...

Pancake Day recipes: how to make the perfect
pancakes -The Week
With Shrove Tuesday this month, there is never a
better time to master the perfect pancake.

RECCOMENDED WATCH & LISTEN
For WFH Tips...

Why Employers Seek Candidates With
Creativity | Forbes
LinkedIn cited soft skills as vitally important for
career success. At the top of the list? Creativity.

An introvert’s guide to WFH | Morra
Aarons-Mele
Discussing everything leadership with
some great insights into management
growth.

For Great Discussion...

Adapt Launch Event | Hayley Monks
A short webinar on communication in a pandemic
and how our free Adapt tool can help you improve
your relationships and communications.

5 ways to lead in an era of constant change | Jim
Hemerling
Five imperatives to help with exhaustion, centered
around putting people first. Turning company
reorganization into an empowering, energising task.

The Business Brunch | Get Radio
For those looking to support local
Oxfordshire Business and listen to some
great music too!

For Downtime...

Grounded with Louis Theroux | Louis
Theroux
Louis is using the lockdown to track down
some high-profile people for a chat.

